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Paris is an organism of diversity, built from a myriad
of people clustered from the heart of the city to the
boundaries of the suburbs. What circulates, what
connects, what enables this dense population to live
and interact in every corner of the metropolis? Veins
of public transportation spread throughout the city,
which make the tasks of everyday life (shopping,
getting to work, meeting friends) accessible. The
Parisian metro system not only connects physical
locations, but also represents people’s connection to
participation in society.

Abstract

However, this vital infrastructure – this essential organ
of Paris – is not accessible by all. Certain Parisians,
including the blind, the elderly, and the physically
disabled, find themselves excluded from the metro. For
these disadvantaged groups, the challenges faced in the
metro are amplified tenfold. Maneuvering through
extensive stations, navigating confusing pathways, and
mounting long staircases impedes them from moving
from one place to another. Our project, B.A.BA,
integrates technological and human assistance in order
to provide equal access for all.
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B.A.BAmakes public transportation inclusive. Wewere inspired by
a phenomena in the endocrine system, where signaling molecules
aid the transport of certain proteins through the cell wall.
Through B.A.BA, a mobile application locates and guides users
through the metro using beacon technology. This application
connects to “Helping Hand” personnel who can provide physical
assistance if necessary.

While originally designed for disadvantaged groups, B.A.BA may
have a universal impact on tourists, permanent residents,
temporary workers, and many other populations. We are
committed to the United Nations’ and the City of Paris’ goal to
“improve accessible and sustainable transport systems for all.”
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Issue	  and	  Background



Cities Promote Interactions

While cities are often characterized in basic terms
– urban, dense, industrial – they are as intricate
and complex as a living cell. Cities have a rich
history as bastions of culture, diversity, and human
interaction.

Some of the first modern cities began during the
Classical Antiquity period, which gave birth to
western philosophy, drama, and history as artists
and scholars gathered in a single spot. In these
central locations, exchange was the critical
principle – not only exchange of goods, but also
exchange of ideas, hypothesis, feelings. This
increased interconnection propagated ideas,
perhaps most directly seen in Greek philosophers.
Socrates taught Plato, who taught Aristotle, all in
the same place. Modern cities, fueled by their
citizens, are gateways to new ideas and progress.

“The real city is made of flesh, not 
concrete”

Edward	  Glaeser,	  	  Triumph	  of	  the	  City
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Prosperous cities thrive off of the interaction
of their inhabitants, the proliferation of
cultural and intellectual exchanges. These
interactions need to happen in a real, physical
location. What would have happened to
Western philosophy if there was no
marketplace allowing Plato and Socrates to
bicker?

For metropolitan Paris, an area of 2,845 km²
with ten million inhabitants, improving its
transportation system means increasing
opportunities for social interactions.
Transportation is key for social inclusion. Over
five million commuters use the Parisian Metro
daily: this exemplifies how highly dependent
citizens are on public transportation to move
in and out of the city.
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Public	  Transport:	  a	  Right	  and	  Necessity
Transportation is essential to all, a principle officially recognized by the United
Nations in its Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s). However, many
populations around the world have partial or no access to public
transportation for financial and physical reasons amongmany others.

As two of 17 SDG’s, The UN has determined that we
need to address the issue of inequality in cities and
build sustainable and inclusive infrastructures. Public
transport improvements can help tackle climate change
and social exclusion deficiencies.

Paris’s sustainable development policy includes
improving access of disabled persons to the public
transportation system. In 2005, they passed a law to
make the RATP network, besides the metro, accessible
to all disabled people by 2015. The entire Parisian bus
network has been accessible to wheelchair users since
2009, but further work needs to be done.

Worldwide

In	  Paris
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Issue  &  Background
Context and	  Audience



With over 220 kilometers and 16 different lines, the
Metro is essential for mobility in Paris. However,
sometimes people with disabilities face
insurmountable difficulties with the current metro
infrastructure. A lack of elevators and escalators
are obstacles for people with reduced mobility. For
others, a lack of autonomy on the metro limits their
access. We decided to focus on four main types of
accessibility-‐reduced groups: the blind, elderly,
physically disabled, and tourists.

850,000 people	  affected	  by	  
reduced	  mobility	  in	  France	  find	  their	  
disability	  isolating.

10,000 blind	  living	  in	  Pairs

170,000	  severely	  visually	  impaired	  
(cannot	  read	  or	  write)

18%	  of	  Parisians are	  aged	  60	  or	  
older
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Our  Audience

Blind and visually impaired people have adapted to the
metro, reading braille metro maps to determine routes
and memorizing the layout of their most frequently used
metro stations. However, they lack autonomy – they
cannot navigate through the entire metro without the
help of others. For some blind and visually impaired, this
dependence hinders their willingness to use the metro,
and can ultimatelybe isolating. Almost 200,000 blind

Blind	  people

“Since	  public	  transport	  
takes	  us	  everywhere,	  for	  
me	  it’s	  the	  biggest	  
challenge	  [facing	  blind	  
people].”

Baba	  Thiam,	  blind	  programmer	  
living	  in	  Paris

and	  visually	  impaired	  would	  benefit	  from	  increased
accessibility	  on	  the	  metro.
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In 2014, Paris welcomed 45 million tourists.
Almost half were foreign. Tourists face a
different kind of disability – language barriers
and unfamiliarity with Parisian transport.
This combination can make navigating the
metro complicated and difficult, especially in
big stations like Chatelet or Montparnasse.

Tourists
The	  Paris	  metro	  services	  
nineteen	  million foreign	  
tourists	  per	  year.
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For these groups, the physical infrastructure of the
metro is the main problem. Lack of elevators at
many stations means no wheelchair access, and
long staircases can impede or prevent elderly from
entering and exiting.

Safety from pickpockets and thieves are also a
major concern for elderly riding the metro.

Other  beneficiaries

Elderly/Physically Disabled
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B.A.BA:	  for	  a	  more	  
Inclusive	  Paris

In order to help users navigate the Metro network, B.A.BA
combines a technological aspect with a human aspect known
as Helping Hand. This was inspired by the two types of
hormones secreted in the endocrine system: lipid based and
protein based hormones, which assist molecules in
transportation through the bloodstream.

Both programs are closely integrated in order to impact the
widest audience, including emergency features and Help
Location tracking. Some groups, such as tourists, the blind, and
young adults, may prefer to use the application. The Helping
Hand service, on the other hand, would be useful for the
elderly, disabled, and anyone who needs physical assistance. A
full explanation of our proposal is detailed in the Execution
section.
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Molecule	  Signaling:	  The	  Application
First, we aim to provide technological assistance through a smartphone application that will guide individuals along their
journey. The version of the application varies and adapts to the type of user – blind, tourist, etc. More details of this app will be
presented later in these slides.

In the endocrine system, water-‐
soluble proteins cannot pass through
the plasma membrane, so they must
bind to a receptor protein on the cell.
The receptor-‐hormone complex
stimulates the production of a second
messenger protein within the cell,
which triggers specific cellular
changes. This process has inspired the
technological aspect of B.A.BA, where
certain technologies (the signaling
molecule) assist individuals
(receptors) by actively gauging where
they are and communicating with
them.
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The Helping Hand seeks to provide human and punctual help to anyone in need
during commuting. App users can call officials or seek assistance at designated
“help zones,” located in popular areas with officials ready to guide them to their
destinations.

In the endocrine system, lipid-‐soluble hormones, unlike protein soluble
hormones, can diffuse across the membranes of endocrine cells. These hormones
travel in the bloodstream by binding to transport proteins, and upon diffusing
into target cells, they attach to intracellular receptors and trigger changes in gene
transcription. This inspired the Helping Hand as personnel (transport protein) will
directly guide individuals (hormone) within the Metro system. The interaction
induces a change (protein cooperativity), which makes the individual’s task of
getting to his destination more efficient and easier.

Hormone	  Transport:	  The	  Helping	  Hand
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Previous	  Approaches



Technological approaches

Paris, France. BlueEyes was an app developed in 2006 for RATP to guide users
through the metro by interacting with bluetooth beacons. The solution was tested
twice in 2006 and 2009 but was abandoned because of the cost of Bluetooth beacons
and their maintenance at the time. Currently, RATP is testing a new project called
“Atlas sonore” that aims at guiding blind people via a vocal description of indoors
maps previously digitized, potentially reinforced afterwards with Li-‐fi.

B.A.BA	  is	  
integrated	  and	   inclusive	  

B.A.BA is an app that not only
guides users in the station but
also accompanies the person
from the start to the end of her
journey, integrating many
functionalities. B.A.BA can be
used by all, with adapted
versions depending of the kind
of users. This is not the case for
the previous approaches.

London, UK. Wayfindr uses beacon technology to guide vision impaired people
through and around urban environments. The trial guides participants through
Euston Tube station, giving audio directions from a prototype smartphone app that
interacts withbeacons installed throughout the station.

A similar project for buses is currently being tested inBucharest.
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Human approaches 
Personal assistance for those in need is provided in stations operated by SNCF and RATP on demand (trains and RER only),
which requires booking in advance and waiting. Otherwise, people have to rely on private services.

Accès Plus, Service Domicile and Train and
Flexité via the PAM (Paris Accompagnement
Mobilité) are services provided by the SNCF
and RATP for disabled people. People have to
book at least 48 hours in advance for this
service. Assistance is provided in the stations to
board on train (free) or entire rides are ensured
(paid).

Les Compagnons du Voyage works on the same
model but is an association run by RATP, SNCF
and Caisse des Dépôts: trained employees
accompany customers from the start to the end
of their journeys. Howerver, it is a paid service of
32 € / hour in Ile-‐de-‐France.

B.A.BA	  is	  for	  all:	  free	  and	  easily	  accessible.	  	  
For	  us,	  technology	   should	   not	  be	  the	  only	  way	  to	  
reinforce	  accessibility	   since	  it	  is	  not	  suited	  for	  all	  
users.	  We	  want	  personnel	   to	  help	  those	  in	  need	  in	  
metro	  stations	   in	  real	  time	  – on	  demand	  and	  with	  no	  

fees,	  which	  is	  not	  the	  case	  currently.	  
17



The strongest competitive advantage of B.A.BA is its inclusive approach: none of the previous approaches had both
technical and human aspects. By strongly integrating these two aspects, B.A.BA can not only impact a wider range
of users but also be more innovative. For instance, the Helping Hands are connected to the app and can update it in
real-‐time, interacting directly with the users. B.A.BA aims to fill the gap in existing approaches with the multi-‐
functional app and the human aspect, connecting the two. The main features of B.A.BA are presented below and
will be elaborated on in our Execution part.

Universal	  
app

Route	  
planner

Indoors
guiding

Traffic	  
info

Signaling
problems

Call	  for	  
help

Accessible	  
Help

Free

No	  
booking

ProximityUpdating
users

Solving
problems
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Execution



Helping
Hand

Introducing	  B.A.BA

Our app, directly
connected to Bluetooth
beacons and the metro
schedule, helps the user
plan his route and guides
him indoors. It also
enables him to call for
physical assistance.

B.A.BA	  the	  App	   The	  Helping Hand

The Helping Hand are employees
hired by RATP who provide
physical assistance to anyone in
need. They also update the app
with real-‐time information and
fix the problems signaled by
users.

B.A.BA’ s mission is to make transportation accessible for everyone by guiding the users through the metro
stations, which serves as an obstacle for many. Our vision is an accessible transportation system that fosters
exchanges -‐ essential for any inclusive society. To achieve this, our project was developed in two aspects:
B.A.BA the App and the Helping Hand. While the App can better address the needs of youth or people
requiring directions, the Helping Hand can provide physical assistance. These two branches are closely
integrated for more efficiency and interaction between the users and employees.
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B.A.BA	  the	  App,	  for	  all	  types	  of	  users

Blind people typically use vocal smartphones with a system that reads
the page’s content to them. They can then select the desired option,
and in order to type, most utilize the keyboard or Siri. As B.A.BA was
designed with a blind person in mind, sliding makes it easy to
navigate between various functionalities and a simple double click
enables the user to validate.

ü Non-voyant 

Type d’utilisateur

Touriste

…

Age

38

Préférences 

After downloading the app, the user specifies his preferences by
selecting a version (audio, tourist, etc.) To further accomodate his
preferences, we ask to enter information such as age, gender, and email
address. This could later provide us information about the metro users,
B.A.BAand how to best improve our program.

How	  does a	  blind person interact with B.A.BA?	  
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Home	  Page	  

Départ…

Arrivée…

ü

Destination Info trafic
Trafic ralenti 
colis suspect

Duroc fermée 
manifestation

1

13

S.O.S Signaler
Informez-nous des 

problèmes que vous 
rencontrez

Localisation…

Problème …

ü

We designed our app so anyone can easily use it. The user swipes left to access the different
functionalities of the app which are destination (planning the journey), real-‐time info traffic, and
detours. A swipe to the right will enable the user to access the “emergency call” function to ask for
physical assistance from a station employee (Helping Hand). A double click on this page will
automatically connect the user to a helping hand, signaling his location thanks to the bluetooth
beacons.
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Guiding	  the	  user	  through	  the	  metro	  station

Planning	  a	  
journey

• On	  the	  “Destination”	  screen,	  the	  user	  vocally	  enters	  or	  types	  the	  name	  of	  the departure	  and	  arrival stations. The	  
app	  responds	  with	  the	  best	  route	  and	  the	  estimated	  journey	   time.

Indoors
Guiding

• Next,	  upon	  validating the	  journey,	   the	  app	  maps	  a	  route	  by	  locating	  the	  person	  in	  the	  metro	  station	  and	  
specifying	  direction,	  obstacles,	  number	  of	  stairs,	  etc. to	  go	  from	  point	  A	  to	  point	  B	  in	  the	  station.	  The	  instructions	  
are	  either vocal	  or	  visual depending on	  the	  user.	  

Checking	  
Schedule

• When	  arriving	  on	   the	  platform,	  the	  beacons recognize	  that	  the	  person	  is	  on	  the	  platform	  and	  the	  app	  indicates	  
the	  waiting	  time	  for	  the	  next	  metro,	  its	  direction, and the	  number	  of	  stops	  before	  arrival.	  

Informing	  
along	  the	  

way

• If	  the	  itinerary	  is	  affected	  by	   traffic	  problems	  or	  new	  obstacles	  (elevator	  under	  maintenance,	  broken	  escalator),	  
the	  app	  signals	  the	  user	  vocally	  and	  visually.	   The	  user	  can	  accept	  the	  notification	  or	  continue	  on	  navigation.
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Bluetooth low energy technology, known as
beacon technology, detects nearby
smartphones through bluetooth proximity
technology, triggering actions on
smartphones like notifications or
advertisements. Beacons can also be setup
to make an indoor position system, which
uses bluetooth to accurately locate
smartphones.

Installing beacons in metro stations and
using these two technologies enables the
application aspect of B.A.BA. These two
features– locating and interacting with the
phone – are vital to the functionality of
B.A.BA the app.

What is beacon technology?

In	  order	  to	  guide	  the	  user	  through	  
the	  metro	  station,	  B.A.BA	  uses	  
beacon	  technology.
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B.A.BA:	  the	  Helping	  Hand

In combination with the technological aspect, Helping Hand provides human assistance
to further complete accessibility on the metro. Helping Hand places employed helpers in
designated Help Zones in metro stations. The idea of the Helping Hand is to provide
punctual, human help to anyone in need during commuting. While this would mainly
concern the elderly and visually impaired, we can also extend this service to tourists, the
lost, and those who need help with luggage.

The Helping Hands not only help those in need in the metro but also work closely with
the app. Helpers have a different version of the application, which tracks their
location, allows them to leave voice messages in locations, and updates the status of
infrastructures in the metro (out of service, closed, etc.). Furthermore, users can find
the location of the nearest helper and Help Zone through the application.
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Two types of implementation are
shown – entrance and then exit. On
the right image, commuters getting off
the escalator have the option of going
directly to the train, or splitting off into
the Help Zone. Helpers in clearly
marked uniform will be waiting to
provide physical assistance or
directions. If no helpers are available,
the application will indicate where and
how far away the next helper is to
returning.

The	  Help	  Zones	  /	  entrance
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In the right image, commuters leave
the train, with most going directly to
exits and some to the Help Zone in
search of assistance connecting to a
train or exiting. In addition to
providing assistance to metro users
in need, the Help Zone prevents
bottlenecks and increases flow for
commuters.

The Help Zones / exit
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B.A.BA	  providesmeaningful social	  jobs

Every year, RATP offers more than 500 « Contrat
d’Accompagnement dans l’Emploi » (CAE) that enables
people isolated from the job market to reintegrate as they
get professional experience, training and personal career
assistance. They gain experience in the field of
transportation, information, and reception services.
Currently, these employees are dedicated to regulate
traffic during rush hours on overcrowded lines.

B.A.BA has a social inclusion aspect, by
employing people from disadvantaged
backgrounds, whether they are youth
with poor qualifications or people who
are excluded from the job market
because of personal diffiulties.

The helping hands are actually
employees who would be hired
through the RATP program
“accompagnement dans l’emploi”.

Our idea wants to widen their missions to become part of the
Helping Hand program. Increasingly automatic technology, like
ticket machines, have changed the role of these RATP workers.
We have the ambition that more diverse and helpful missions.
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Implementation



Private-‐Public	  Approach

B.A.BA is a privately owned company. On the
technological side, we would financially and logistically
oversee implementation. We would develop the app,
install the Bluetooth beacons, and update and manage
them.

RATP already has the social inclusion infrastructure in
place for the Helping Hand employees through contrats-‐
aidés. RATP would re-‐allocate some of these
employees to be trained by B.A.BA as part of Helping
Hand.

This close marriage of public and private is ideal for the purposes of B.A.BA. Most of all, it optimizes
financial sustainability, with flexibility in revenue from government support, corporate partnerships,
advertisements, and purchases.
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For initial implementation, B.A.BA would
rely on a combination of grants, venture
capital, and crowdfunding like Kickstarter.
For technology operational costs, RATP
would partially finance B.A.BA. Further
revenue would be generated from in-‐app
advertisements and in-‐app purchases
(especially from tourists).

B.A.BA
Develops	  and	  implements	  
technology

Trains	  helping	  hands

Gains revenue	  through	   in-‐
app	  purchase	  advertisements	  
and	  public	  – private	  
partnership	  	  

RATP
Allows	  B.A.BA	  to	  install	  
beacons	  in	  metro

Hires	  helping	  hands

Financially	  supports	  B.A.BA	  
for	  app	  and	  technology	  
oversight

Collaboration	  on	  Helping	  Hand	  and	  
common	  interest	  of	  universal	  
accessibility	  to	  public	  transport
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Testing	  Phase	  Cost	  AnalysisType Quantity/Cost

App	  Development ~5000	  €

Individual	  Beacon 10-‐15	  €

Prototype stations 4

Average	  beacons	  per	  
prototype station

75

Total	  technology	   cost: 8000	  €

#	  of	  Initial	  Helping	  Hand	  
employees

16

CAE	  employee	  cost per	  
Month

~967

Helping	  Hand cost	  
w/tax	  (three	  months):

~56,500 €

The table contains rough estimates of the three month
testing phase. The helping hand estimation was derived
from the CAE salary standards – twenty hours a week
per employee at the minimumwage.

These costs are only for the four prototype stations in
the testing phase. However, with expansion comes
more revenue. With 45 million tourists entering Paris
per year, advertisements and in-‐app purchases would
generate revenue. If only 15% of tourists downloaded
the	  app	  and	  used	  it	  for	  three	  days,	  the	  advertisement	  
revenue	  alone	  could	  be	  as	  much	  as	  800,000	  euros

per	  month.

3-‐Month	  Testing	  Phase	  
Cost:	  64,500	  €
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Optimizing Prototype Stations

Target critical	   populations

Connect	  metro	  lines

Prioritize	  complex	  stations

Implementation of B.A.BA
starts with a testing phase
aimed at having the widest
strategic impact.
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Implementation	  Plan

• Complete	  installation	  of	  prototype	   locations	  to	  test	  success	  and	  
collect	  dataTesting	  phase

• Use	  collected	  data	  and	  feedback	  to	  improve	  existing	  system.	  Start	  
implementing	  in	  one	  metro	  hub	  (5+	  lines)Refining	  phase

• Continue	   implementation	  from	  center	  out.	  Focus	  on	  choosing	  
strategic	  stations	  -‐ connecting	  lines	  and	  maximizing	  impact.	  	  
Maintain	  and	  improve	  existing	  B.A.BA	  infrastructure.

Expansion	  phase
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Testing	  Phase

The testing phase is a two month period designed to
prepare full implementation, introduce users to the
application, and receive feedback for adjustments.
Four metro stops, selected for their proximity to a
target population and with frequent users, will provide
a control, allowing us to observe the impact of B.A.BA
on this specific demographic.

The testing phase will consist of 16 employees,
universally trained, randomly assigned to a stop and
working hour-‐long shifts during rush hour.

Upon feedback and modifications of the testing phase,
we hope to expand the program to anyone who
wishes to use BABA inother popular metro stations.

Above:	  A	  map	  of	  Paris	  depicting	  the	  four	  metro	  stops	  (in	  
green)	  relative	  to	  their	  target	  populations	   (blind	  
associations	  in	  pink,	  senior	  facilities	  in	  red)
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Target	  Population:	   Elderly
Senior clubs are locations where the elderly
and retired gather to participate in cultural,
athletic, and artistic activities. The highest
concentration of these clubs are in the 11th

arrondissement.

Père Lachaise is situated in the midst of
these clubs and connects multiple metro
lines, the 3 and the 2. Bastille is located on
the other side of the metro and connects
three different lines. Together, these two
metro stops provide access to ten different
senior clubs from five different metro lines.
We aim to assist with 4 employees at Père
Lachaise and 2 to Bastille. Above:	  Bastille	  and	  Père Lachaise	  (green)	  in	  an	  area	  

heavily	  populated	  by	  senior	  clubs	  (red).	  
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Target Population: Tourists
Concorde is a popular metro stop for
tourists, located near Les Tuileries,
l’Orangerie, and the Louvre. It services on
average 125,000 people per week on three
different metro lines. Moreover, Concorde
connects both sides of the river. Its central
location makes it a prime model stop for
tourists during the Testing Phase.

Target	  Population:	   Blind
L’Instut national des jeunes aveugles (INJA, National
Institute for Young Blind) and Association Valentin Haüy
(AVH) are located in the seventh arrondissement.The
neighboring area includes other associations for the blind
and visually impaired.
The Duroc metro and bus stop is on the border of the INJA,
providing service from two different metro lines and three
different buses. Given its proximity to many blind and
visually impaired who commute, Duroc will serve as the
main model to receive feedback from blind users during
the Testing Phase. Wewill assign4 employees to this stop.

Right:	  A	  map	  of Duroc
(in	  green)	  and	  nearby	  
blind	   associations	  
(pink).	  

Left:	  Concorde	   (in	  green)	  is	  a	  central	  
location	   for	  tourists	   in	  which	  we	  
hope	  to	  designate	  4	  employees.	  
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Exposure
Advertising	   through	  the	  RATP	  network	  in	  
stations,	  walls,	  and	  cars	  and	  social	  media	  
platforms	  such	  as	  Facebook	  and	  Twitter.	  	  
Delegating representatives to senior
facilities, blind centers, and other areas to
introduce B.A.ba and receive in-‐person
feedback.
Partnering with tourist companies and
museums to include the app in travel
packages.

Keeping users up-‐to-‐date with traffic
information such as delays, detours,
and maintenance. Users continue to
check the app, as they do with the
weather and the news.

Rewarding frequent users with
traveling discounts and family plans
(tourists).

Attracting	  users

Retention



Issue  &  Background
Assessment



Gauging	  Success	  of	  B.A.BA

Technological	  assessment
•Qualitative:	  

•Feedback	  section	  to	  register	  complaints/comments	  
to	  see	  customer	  satisfaction

•Quantitative:	  
•See	  whether	  routes	  were	  completed	  or	  not,	  and	  in	  
how	  much	  time.
•Monitor	  application	  traffic	  and	  consistency	  of	  use	  
by	  commuters
•Collect	  and	  analyze	  data	  on	  type	  of	  users	  and	  
quantity	  of	  use

•Qualitative:
•Survey	  system	  to	  obtain	  feedback	  from	  both	  
helpers	  and	  users

•Quantitative:
•Helpers	  collect	  data	  of	  various	  statistics	  including	  
demographics	  of	  commuters,	  success/failure	  of	  
journey,	   time	  spent	  assisting	  vs.	  waiting

Helping	  Hand	  assessment
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Gauging	  Impact of	  B.A.BA

Reintegration	  of	  Helping	  Hands
Assessing the reintegration of Helping Hands into society
and job market can already be measured through the CAE
program. The CAE contracts are for two years and at the
end of the contract, the person finds a job, with assistance
from the RATP.

Reintegration	  can	  be	  assessed	  :	  

•Quantitatively by	  measuring	  %	  of	  helping	  hands	  who	  find	  a	  
job	  after	  the	  2	  years	  at	  RATP	  

•Qualitatively by	  interviews	  with	  focus	  groups	  to	  measure	  
of	  the	  experience	  and	  training	  provided	  was	  useful	  /	  how	  it	  
was	  useful	  for	  them

Integration	  of	  beneficiaries	  into	  the	  society

Surveys and focus groups can assess the level of integration
into the society of visually impaired, elderly & other
beneficiaries:

•Interviews	  with	  focus	  groups	  on	  two	  main	  topics:

•Does	  B.A.BA	  enable	  you	   to	  use	  public	   transportation	  
more	  than	  before?

•If	  not,	  why?	  If	  so,	  does	  it	  help	  you	  participate	  more	  in	  
public	  life?	  How	  or	  how	  not?
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